ColorFill Laminate Repair
Place the blade behind the damaged
area and draw back over the damage
filling the chip or scratch with material,
pressing firmly to leave as little excess
on the surface as possible.
Using a spatula carefully scrape
off the overfill around the damage
avoiding the filled area which may still
be wet then wipe around the area with
a solvent moistened white tissue.

Product Advantages:
ColorFill has been tried and tested in
the market place for the last 15 years.
ColorFill provides a permanent repair.
It will resist moisture and heat.
Retailer Opportunity:
There is no other product on the
market like ColorFill - with a range of
over 250 colours.
ColorFill is a recognised brand name.

Product Description:
ColorFill laminate repair product
– 25g e
Key Features:
 ColorFill has been specifically
formulated to repair laminate
flooring simply and effectively.
 ColorFill is a self setting material
which requires no mixing.
 ColorFill is touch dry in one hour
and after this it is waterproof
and resistant to all household
detergents and cleaners.
 ColorFill provides a permanent
repair.
 There are over 250 ColorFill
colours as standard.

It is important to keep the spatula
clean at all times to ensure a smooth
finish.

ColorFill colours can be manufactured
to exactly match a whole range of
laminates.

Depending on shrinkage and depth
of the damage a second or third
application may be necessary. It is
possible to build up as many layers
as required to build up the surface,
remembering to clean off the overfill
between each application.

Each ColorFill blisterpack includes a
20ml ColorFill Solvent for clean up.
Each blisterpack has a euro slot for
display.

Finally leave the repaired area to
harden completely for 2 hours at least
then clean with warm soapy water.
Consumer Benefits:
As ColorFill has over 250 colours the
laminate flooring match will be exact
and the repair will hardly be noticeable
once complete.

Directions for Use:

ColorFill is an easy to use one
component product which requires no
mixing.

Clean area with a white tissue
moistened with ColorFill solvent, never
use thinners or other solvents.

ColorFill will resist moisture, detergent
and other household products as
efficiently as the laminate.

Open the tube and squeeze out a
liberal amount of ColorFill onto a flat
steel spatula or putty knife.

ColorFill will withstand heat and direct
sunlight.
ColorFill provides a permanent repair.
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